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The alkali-atom density measurement method based on light absorption is highly suitable for a spin-exchange relaxation-
free (SERF) atomic magnetometer because of its high-precision measurement and complete nonmagnetic interference. In
this study, the optical rotation angle detection system based on polarization balance detection is utilized to realize the
alkali-atom density real-time measurement without affecting magnetic field measurement. We discovered that there exists
an optimal frequency detuning of the probe light, which offers the highest sensitivity in alkali-atom density measurement
and the lowest susceptibility to temperature fluctuations in terms of the scale factor. In contrast to conventional light
absorption measurements based on pump light, this method demonstrated a threefold improvement in alkali-atom density
measurement sensitivity while remaining immune to ambient magnetic fields and incident light intensity fluctuations.
Furthermore, we utilized this method to achieve closed-loop temperature control with an accuracy of 0.04°C.
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1. Introduction

Atomicmagnetometers utilize atomic Larmor precession to pro-
vide magnetic field information with ultrahigh sensitivity, mak-
ing them valuable for a wide range of applications, including
biological magnetic field measurements, zero-field magnetic
resonance, and magnetic anomaly detection[1–4]. Among the
various kinds of atomic magnetometers, the spin-exchange
relaxation-free (SERF) magnetometer is the most sensitive sen-
sor and can achieve fT to sub-fT-level sensitivity[5,6]. To perform
measurements in the SERF regime, atomic magnetometers
require a near-zero field environment and a high alkali-atom
density (1013–1014 cm−3)[7,8]. The magnitude and stability of
the alkali-atom density are critical factors affecting perfor-
mance[9]. Therefore, high-precision measurement and control
of alkali-atom density are significant for SERF magnetometers.
To achieve highly precise control, the measurement methods

for the alkali-atom density in SERFmagnetometers typically rely

on either resistive temperature sensors or absorption spectros-
copy. For the former method, an empirical formula is popularly
used to deduce the saturated alkali vapor from the surface tem-
perature of the vapor cell, which is usually detected by resistive
temperature sensors (e.g., platinum resistance)[10,11]. The mea-
surement result obtained by this method can exhibit a deviation
from the actual alkali-atom density in the vapor cell[12]. In
addition, since the resistive sensor requires driving currents,
temperature sensors can inevitably introduce magnetic field
interference, which affects the performance of atomic magne-
tometers[13]. In contrast, the alkali-atom density measurement
method based on absorption spectroscopy offers several advan-
tages, including high precision and nonmagnetic properties. In
addition, this method directly detects the alkali-metal atomic
density instead of the surface temperature of the vapor cell.
These characteristics make it an ideal choice for SERF magne-
tometers, especially miniaturized ones, which are most suscep-
tible to magnetic fields introduced by temperature sensors
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owing to their compact sizes. In previous studies, this method
has been successfully used. Yin et al. analyzed the influence of
modulated magnetic fields on the transmitted intensity and
achieved temperature control in SERF magnetometers by
detecting the transmitted pump light intensity[14]. Liu et al. mea-
sured and controlled atomic number density over a wide tem-
perature range based on light absorption[15]. The influence
of static and oscillating magnetic fields on atomic number den-
sity measurements was also analyzed. However, these studies
focused on the single-beam SERF magnetometer, and the mea-
surement precision of the proposed method was susceptible to
ambient magnetic fields and incident light intensity. For a dual-
beam pump-probe configuration atomic magnetometer, which
has higher measurement sensitivity, a more accurate measure-
ment method is desirable. Thus, some alkali-atom density mea-
surement methods based on light absorption have been
referenced. Ito et al. measured the densities of K and Rb in a
co-magnetometer, but this method exhibited an obvious
deviation from the theoretical calculation results[16]. Ma et al.
proposed a precise method for determining alkali-metal density
using the atomic spin-exchange relaxation rate in atomic
magnetometers[12]. However, the measurement of the spin-
exchange relaxation rate was time-consuming, which made this
method unsuitable for alkali-metal density control. Besides, Liu
et al. also achieved the detection of atomic density in a
K-Rb-21Ne co-magnetometer using optical heterodyne interfer-
ometry which requires a complex optical path structure[17]. In
summary, although the above methods have been successfully
utilized to accurately measure alkali-atom density, these mea-
surement methods are time-consuming or involve complex
additional optical paths. Therefore, they are not well-suited
for real-time control of alkali-atom density during magnetic
field measurements.
Herein, we proposed a high-precision real-time method for

alkali-atom density measurement and control based on light
absorption for dual-beam SERF magnetometers. For this mag-
netometer configuration, the magnetic field was detected by
measuring the optical rotation angle generated by the probe light
passing through the vapor cell, which was measured using a bal-
anced polarimetry technique. In this study, we utilized the
sum of the two channels of the balanced polarimetry detector
and the incident light intensity to obtain the linearly polarized
light transmittance, thereby enabling the measurement of the
alkali-metal density. Furthermore, we analyzed the influence
of light-frequency detuning on temperature measurement sen-
sitivity and discovered that there is an optimal value that max-
imizes the measurement sensitivity to alkali-metal density
changes. Compared to conventional measurement methods
based on pump light absorption, this study demonstrated a
threefold improvement in alkali-atom density measurement
sensitivity without requiring additional devices. Moreover, it
offers the advantage of being immune to ambientmagnetic fields
and incident light intensity. Based on the above method, we fur-
ther realized closed-loop temperature control with an accuracy
of 0.04°C.

2. Methods

For SERF magnetometers, the atomic spin dynamics can be
described by the Bloch equation[18,19],

dP
dt

=
1

q�P� �γeB × P� Rop�sẑ − P� − RrelP�, (1)

where P is the electron polarization vector, q�P� is the slowing-
down factor, which depends on the spin polarization, P = jPj, γe
is the electron gyromagnetic ratio, B is the magnetic field vector,
Rop is the pumping rate, s is the photon polarization (for circu-
larly polarized light s = 1; for linearly polarized light s = 0), ẑ is
the unit vector along the pump beam, and Rrel is the spin relax-
ation rate. For a dual-beam pump-probe configuration magne-
tometer, the response to the magnetic field can be reflected by
the optical rotation angle[20], whose simplified structure dia-
gram is shown in Fig. 1. Assuming that the probe beam is along
the x axis, the optical rotation angle of the linearly polarized
probe light near the alkali-metal D1 transition is given by[20]

θ = −
1
2
lrencf D1

ν − ν0
�ν − ν0�2 � �ΓL=2�2

γeRop

R2
tot � �γeBy�2

By, �2�

where l is the optical path length, n is the alkali-atom density, re
is the classical electron radius, c is the speed of light, f D1 is the
oscillator strength of D1 transition, ν is the frequency of the inci-
dent laser, ν0 is the resonance frequency of D1 line (ν − ν0 = Δν
is the frequency detuning), ΓL is the pressure-broadened optical
linewidth, Rtot = Rop � Rrel is the total spin-relaxation rate, and
By is the measured magnetic field.
As shown in Fig. 1, the probe light intensity is measured using

three photodetectors. Assuming that I1 is the light intensity
detected by PD1, I2 is the light intensity detected by PD2, Iin
is the incident light intensity detected by PD3, and Iout is the
light intensity transmitted through the vapor cell, which can
be obtained by summing I1 and I2. The differential signals of
I1 and I2 are used to detect the magnetic field information
reflected in the optical rotation angle, as I2 − I1 = Iout sin�2θ�.
As the detected optical rotation angle is usually very small,
θ ≪ 1, the above equation can be rewritten as I2 − I1 ≈ 2I2θ.
In addition, the sum of I1 and I2 divided by I3 is the transmit-
tance of the probe beam passing through the vapor cell, which
can be used to measure the alkali-atom density without altering
the original measurement setup.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the dual-beam magnetometer. λ/2, half-wave plate; BS,
beam splitter; PBS, polarization beam splitter; PD, photodetector.
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When linearly polarized light passes through the vapor cell,
the plane of polarization of linearly polarized light is rotated
by an angle θ and the transmittance of the linearly polarized light
is a function of the alkali-atom density, which can be described
by[21]

Iout
Iin

= exp�−nσ�ν�l�, (3)

where σ�ν� is the photon absorption cross section, which can be
expressed as[14]

σ�ν� = recf D1
ΓL=2

Δν2 � �ΓL=2�2
: (4)

For the pump light, the incident light frequency is usually
set to the atomic resonance center frequency of the D1 line,
and the photon absorption cross section can be expressed as
σ�ν0� = 2recf D1=ΓL. In contrast to the pump light, the orthogo-
nal probe light is typically detuned 100 GHz off-resonance from
the center frequency of the D1 line to avoid being completely
absorbed by the optically thick cell, which results in a weak
detection signal[22,23].
To reflect the sensitivity of the transmittance to the unit

alkali-metal density change in this measurement method, we
calculate the partial derivative of the transmittance with respect
to alkali-metal density, whose absolute value is defined as the
measurement sensitivity,

Sprobe�n� = j − σ�ν�l exp�−nσ�ν�l�j: (5)

Combining Eqs. (4) and (5), it can be seen that if we assume
vapor cell parameters in the experiment to be fixed, themeasure-
ment sensitivity of alkali-atom density will be determined by the
light-frequency detuningΔν of the probe beam. To achieve opti-
mal measurement sensitivity, we calculated the partial derivative
of the measurement sensitivity with respect to light-frequency
detuning Δν, as shown in Eq. (6),

dSprobe�n�
dΔν

=
K1

h
1 − K2

Δν2��ΓL=2�2
ΓL=2

i
�Γ2

L � 4Δν2�3 , �6�

where K1 = 16cf D1lreΓLΔν exp�−2ncf D1lreΓL=�Γ2
L � 4Δν2��

and K2 = 1=nlcf D1re. When the above equation is equal to zero,
the sensitivity reaches its maximum value, indicating that the
light frequency detuning Δν reaches its optimal value:

Δν2op =
ncf D1lreΓL

2
−
�
ΓL

2

�
2
: (7)

Combined with Eq. (4), the optical depth [OD = nσ�ν�l] can
be determined based on the optimal light frequency detuning
Δνop, and the result shows that it is 1 (OD = 1). Based on pre-
vious studies, we found that in dual-beam SERFmagnetometers,
setting the optical depth to 1 can also minimize the susceptibility

of the magnetic field measurement to fluctuations in the alkali-
metal density[24]. Therefore, the proposed optimization method
for light frequency detuning Δν not only maximizes the mea-
surement sensitivity of alkali-atom density but also effectively
improves the performance of dual-beam SERF magnetometers.
To demonstrate the superiority of this method in the mea-

surement sensitivity, we conducted a comparative analysis with
an alkali-atom density measurement method based on circularly
polarized pump light absorption. The propagation of circularly
polarized pump light in the vapor cell can be described as[18]

Iz
I0
=

hν0
σ�ν0�I0

RrelW

�
σ�ν0�I0
hν0Rrel

exp

�
σ�ν0�I0
hν0Rrel

− nσ�ν0�l
��

(8)

where h is Planck’s constant. Themeasurement sensitivity of this
method can be defined in the same way as Eq. (5), which has the
following form:

Spump�n� =
���� − OD

nK3

n
1� 1

W�K3 exp �K3−OD��
o
����, (9)

where K3 = σ�ν0�I0=hν0Rrel is a parameter related to the inci-
dent pump light intensity I0 and the spin relaxation rate Rrel.
Assuming the light frequency detuning Δν of probe light is
set as the above optimal value, by combining Eqs. (5) and (9),
we can compare the sensitivities of the two aforementioned
methods using

Sprobe�n�
Spump�n�

=
K3

OD exp�1�

�
1� 1

W�K3 exp �K3 − OD��

�
: (10)

When the vapor cell parameters in the experiment are fixed,
the indeterminate terms K3 and OD in Eq. (10) are primarily
influenced by pump light intensity and temperature, respec-
tively. Thus, we conducted a fitting experiment for Eq. (10) at
different pump light intensities and temperatures, as described
below. In addition, by comparing Eqs. (3) and (8), we can
observe that the transmittance of linearly polarized light through
the vapor cell is unaffected by the incident light intensity and the
relaxation rate Rrel, which is greatly affected by ambient mag-
netic fields. Thus, the proposedmethod ismore immune to envi-
ronmental noise than the conventional method.

3. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup for the SERF magnetometer is shown in
Fig. 2. We used a cubic glass cell with inner dimensions of
8mm × 8mm × 8mm. The vapor cell contained a droplet of
87Rb and was filled with approximately 2100 Torr of N2 as buffer
and quenching gas. Two flexible heating films were placed in
parallel to heat the vapor cell inside an oven powered by an
AC current at 500 kHz[25]. A four-layer cylindrical μ-metal mag-
netic shield was employed to isolate the external magnetic field,
and a triaxial coil was mounted to compensate for the residual
magnetic field.
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The pump light tuned to the 87Rb D1 resonance line was gen-
erated by an external-cavity diode laser (Toptica DLpro), and
the probe light was detuned to approximately 100 GHz from
the 87Rb D1 resonance line generated by a distributed feedback
(DFB) laser. Both were transmitted to the OPM via a polariza-
tion-maintaining fiber (PMF). During the experiment, the wave-
length of the probe beam was monitored using a wavemeter
(HighFinesse WS-6). A beam splitter was placed in front of
the vapor, which enabled photodetector PD3 to detect the inci-
dent light intensity of the vapor cell. After passing through the
vapor cell, the probe light was geometrically split using a bal-
anced polarimetry beam splitter and detected using PD1 and
PD2. The differential and common signals of the two PDs were
used to detect the optical rotation angle and transmitted light
intensity, respectively.
In our experiments, we first verified the accuracy of the

proposed method for measuring the alkali-atom density.
Subsequently, the influence of light-frequency detuning on
the measurement sensitivity was analyzed. In addition, a com-
parative analysis of the alkali-atom density measurement
method based on pump light absorption was conducted to dem-
onstrate the superior measurement sensitivity of the proposed
method. Finally, we utilized this method to achieve closed-loop
temperature control inside the vapor cell using a proportional
integral and derivative (PID) controller.

4. Results and Discussions

We conducted a comparison experiment between the measured
and theoretically calculated Rb atom densities at different tem-
peratures, as shown in Fig. 3. The vapor cell temperature was
heated from 50°C to 160°C. The incident light intensity was
set to 30mW=cm2 and recorded using PD3. The transmitted
light intensity was proportional to the sum of the output signals
of PD1 and PD2. Hence, the actual measurement values were
calculated based on light transmittance at different temperature
points through Eq. (3). The theoretical values of the alkali-atom
density at different temperatures were obtained using the

saturated vapor pressure formula, which can be described by
Eq. (11),

n =
1
T
1021.866�A−B=T , �11�

where T is the temperature in Kelvin. A and B are constants
determined by the alkali metal. For the 87Rb, A = 4.312
and B = 4040[26].
The comparison results demonstrated good agreement

between the proposed alkali-atom density measurement method
and theoretical values. The measurement standard deviation of
this method gradually increased with temperature, which is
caused by the exponential relationship between the alkali-atom
density and temperature. When the temperature of the vapor
cell increased to 160°C, the density measurement exhibited a
standard deviation of 3.8%, while the temperature measurement
deviation remained below 1°C.
The optimal light frequency for this method was determined

as follows. We measured the sensitivity of alkali-atom density
measurement at 150°C with different light frequencies, which
is a common operating temperature for Rb SERF magnetome-
ters. And the sensitivity was measured as the alteration in trans-
mittance resulting from a 1013 cm−3 shift in alkali-atom density.
Following the saturated vapor pressure formula, a rise in vapor
cell temperature from 149°C to 151°C leads to an increase of
1013 cm−3 in alkali-atom density. Therefore, the sensitivity at
150°C defined by Eq. (5) is measured as the difference in trans-
mittance between 149°C and 151°C. The light-frequency detun-
ing Δν was varied from 30 to 120 GHz. Figure 4 shows the
measurement and fitting results of Eq. (5).
The experimental results were in good agreement with the

expected results. When the light-frequency detuning Δν was
set to 80 GHz (OD ≈ 1), the sensitivity of the alkali-atom density
measurement reached its maximum value. The sensitivity varia-
tion trend with light-frequency detuning Δν was similar to that

Fig. 2. Experimental setup of the dual-beam SERF magnetometer for alkali-
atom density measurement and control based on light absorption. DA, differ-
ential amplifier; DAQ, data acquisition; TIA, transimpedance amplifier; BS, beam
splitter; PBS, polarization beam splitter; PD, photodetector; λ/2, half-wave
plate; λ/4, quarter-wave plate.

Fig. 3. Comparison between measured values and theoretical values from
saturated vapor pressure formula.
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of the fitting curve. This optimal light-frequency detuning
offered the highest sensitivity in alkali-atom density measure-
ment and the lowest susceptibility to temperature fluctuations
in magnetic field measurements.
To demonstrate the superior sensitivity of this method, it was

compared with a measurement method based on pump light
absorption at different temperatures and pump light intensities
by fitting Eq. (10). The temperature was varied from 140°C to
160°C, and the light intensity of the incident pump light was var-
ied from 20 to 70mW=cm−2. The sensitivity comparison of the
proposed method to the conventional method based on pump
light is shown in Fig. 5.
We can observe that the proposed method demonstrated a

significant improvement in measurement sensitivity, ranging
from 1.2 to 8.2 times, within the specified range of cell

temperature and light intensity. Themain reason is that the inci-
dent pump light is not set to the optimal value for alkali-atom
density measurement, which will influence the performance of
magnetometers. Actually, the selection of the pump light inten-
sity in practical application is usually based on the response
strength of magnetometers for magnetic fields rather than con-
sidering the measurement sensitivity of the alkali-atom density.
For the operating conditions in this experimental setup, at 150°C
and 30mW=cm2, this method offers about a threefold improve-
ment in sensitivity.
Based on the above alkali-atom density measurement

method, we further applied a PID controller. In this experiment,
we used a temperature-control program encoded in LabVIEW
to drive the electric heater. The target temperature is set as
150°C, which is calculated from the measured alkali-atom den-
sity. We also recorded the surface temperature of the vapor cell
using a nonmagnetic platinum resistance (pt1000). The varia-
tions in temperature and alkali-atom density under closed-loop
control are shown in Fig. 6.
The vapor cell temperature reaches 150°C at 500 s after heat-

ing and maintains this temperature. After the vapor cell temper-
ature is stabilized, the mean of temperature in 400 s is 149.95°C,
and a standard deviation of 0.04°C is calculated. The maximum
temperature deviation is 0.07°C and the maximum fluctuation
of the alkali-atom density is approximately 0.24%. Hence, this
alkali-atom density control method based on light absorption
was verified to meet the operating requirements of the SERF
magnetometers. We also discovered that the temperature
measurement result of the platinum resistance is 148.8°C when
temperature remains constant. The main reason for the mea-
surement deviation was the disparity between the surface tem-
perature and actual temperatures inside the vapor cell.

5. Conclusion

In this study, a high-precision alkali-atom density measurement
method based on light absorption was developed for SERF mag-
netometers. An optical rotation angle detection system based on

Fig. 4. Relationship between the measurement sensitivity of alkali-atom den-
sity and the light-frequency detuning Δν.

Fig. 5. Fitting result of the comparative experiments at different tempera-
tures and light intensities.

Fig. 6. Variations of the alkali-atom density and temperature over time.
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a balanced polarimetry technique was used to measure the
alkali-atom density without altering the original measurement
setup. Based on the analysis of this method, we also found that
there was an optimal light-frequency detuning for this method
that led to the highest sensitivity in alkali-atom density measure-
ments and the lowest susceptibility to temperature fluctuations
in magnetic measurements. Compared to the conventional
alkali-atom density measurement method based on pump
light absorption, this method exhibited a remarkable threefold
improvement in the alkali-atom density measurement sensitiv-
ity at the setting point. Furthermore, it was immune to variations
in incident light intensity and ambient magnetic fields. Based on
the proposed method, we further implemented closed-loop tem-
perature control with an accuracy of 0.04°C. Themaximum fluc-
tuation in the alkali-atom density was limited to 0.24%. Thus,
this study provides a useful alkali-atom density measurement
method for SERF magnetometers and facilitates the application
of alkali-atom density control in other types of miniaturized
atomic sensors using balanced polarimetry technology.
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